
MUSIC INFLUENCE TO TEENAGER

Music has the potential to be a major influence in a child's life. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, the average
child listens to more than 2 1/2 hours of.

Parents often are unaware of the lyrics to which their children are listening because of the increasing use of
downloaded music and headphones. The average adolescent listening only to pop would be exposed to 5
references per day, whereas the average adolescent who listens just to rap would be exposed to references per
day. According to a study published by the journal "Pediatrics" titled "Exposure to Degrading Versus
Nondegrading Music Lyrics and Sexual Behavior Among Youth," adolescents who listen to degrading sexual
lyrics are more likely to engage in riskier sexualized behavior. Metal or Hard Rock One of the most well
known incidents in which music has been blamed for the actions of a teen was in  The reason is some hip-hop
song lyrics include violence, sex, vulgar language, drugs, and alcohol use. Identity Teenagers use music to
establish an identity. For example, if you are sad, some people can hear a song, that is happy and Research on
popular music has explored the negative effects it has on schoolwork, social interactions, and mood Fuld, 
Music is taking over the whole of America, the kids, adult and even teens are all taken by music. According to
a study published in the journal "Pediatrics," "Increased television and music video viewing are risk factors for
the onset of alcohol use in adolescents. Danceable is a "style of Jamaican popular music that had its genesis in
the political disturbance of the late sass's ad became Jamaican dominant music in the sass's and
ass's","Jamaican danceable culture is commonly disparaged as a homophobic, homicidal, misogynist discourse
that reduces both men and women to bare essentials: skeletal remain". One in three popular songs contains
explicit references to drug or alcohol use, according to a new report in The Archives of Pediatrics and
Adolescent Medicine. Tipper Gore was a big part of how it started. The influence that music has in the life of
individual people especially teenage is enormous. However, the Iowa State University report on violence and
music did not find a straightforward correlation between violent lyrics and violent behavior. It is composed of
'iridium', fast upbeat rhythms than the traditional reggae music. Perhaps the most significant affect music has
on teens is mood changes. Suicide Research about whether music can increase a teen's suicide risk is mixed.
Morin works as a clinical therapist and a college psychology instructor. This is true for those of all different
age groups; adults, children and the elderly. Music can sometimes make an intense emotion even more
powerful. How music affects teenagers Essay Words 4 Pages How music affects teens Music has been
affecting people since the beginning of time. Some such genres include but are not limited to; heavy metal,
rock, Risk Most teens who listen to music with negative messages will not act out those messages, according
to the Iowa State University report. Due to the difficult transitions youth face while maturing, they tend to rely
heavily on music to reinforce, or alter their moods Van Der Zwaag et al. The two boys were heavy metal
music fans, particularly of Marilyn Manson. A teen who is feeling sad might listen to a depressing goth song,
while a teen who is feeling angry may listen to a fierce-sounding punk, metal or rap song. Mass Media and
Teenagers Understanding Music's Effect on Teenagers Over the past few decades, three music genres have
been focused on for influencing teens in one way or another.


